### College of Arts and Sciences Advising Worksheet

#### GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENT
- **Arts**
- **Foreign Language and Culture**
- **Global Perspective**
- **Literature**
- **Natural Science and Technology**
- **Formal Reasoning**
- **Social Science**
- **Western Civilization**
- **Writing Foundations - Composition II (2.0 GPA)**
- **Knowledge Application (outside of major)**
- **U.S. Diversity**
- **Writing Intensive in Gen Ed**
- **Writing Intensive in Major**
- **Capstone**

#### General Education Total Credits:
- Required: 40
- Completed: 0
- Remaining: 40

#### GENERAL EDUCATION THAT MAY BE DOUBLE-COUNTED
- Writing Intensive in Gen Ed
- Writing Intensive in Major
- Capstone

#### College Exploratory Total Credits:
- Required: 12
- Completed: 0
- Remaining: 12

#### MAJOR COURSES
- A minimum of 60 total credits in required courses.

#### MAJOR COURSES - A minimum of 60 total credits in required courses.
- **CRJ 100**
- **CRJ 200**
- **SOC 202**
- **SOC 203**
- **CRJ 327**
- **CRJ 329**
- **CRJ Elective**
- **CRJ Elective**
- **Interdisciplinary Elective**
- **MIS 301**
- **MIS 305**
- **MIS 314**
- **MIS 315**
- **MIS 405**
- **MIS 406**
- **CRJ 430**
- **Capstone: CRJ 490**

#### Major Total Credits:
- Required: 62
- Completed: 0
- Remaining: 62

#### CREDIT SUMMARY AFTER:
- **MINIMUM CREDITS REQUIRED:** 124
- **General Education**
- **Diversity**
- **WIM/WIGE/Capstone**
- **Exploratory or Distribution**
- **Major**
- **Minor**
- **Electives**

#### TOTAL CREDITS REMAINING:
- 124

#### 32 CREDITS AT 300-400 LEVEL
- **300-400 Completed:** 0
- **REMAINING:** 32

### IMPORTANT NOTES:
- **2013-2014** An overall GPA of 2.5 is required for degree.
- **2014-2015** An overall GPA of 2.0 and GPA of 2.5 in the major is required for degree.
- GPA of 2.0 in all MIS courses to count toward an MIS minor.
- At least 16 credits in CRJ courses must be completed at Oakland University.
- Students must meet with field adviser after completion of all required and core courses to register for CRJ 430 to secure an internship placement.

### MINOR COURSES (optional)

### ADVISER NOTES:
- **CRJ Electives:** CRJ340, CRJ341, CRJ342, CRJ346, CRJ348
- **Interdisciplinary Electives:** MIS480 (2.0 minimum), PS340, PS341, PS360, PHL320

This worksheet is for advising purposes and is a summary of degree requirements based on available information at the time of completion. Students are responsible for verifying major requirements with the department faculty adviser and for reading the undergraduate catalog for all requirements necessary to complete their degree at Oakland University.